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Learning is widespread in nature, occurring in most
animal taxa and in several different ecological contexts
and, thus, might play a key role in evolutionary process-
es. Here, we review the accumulating empirical evidence
for the involvement of learning in mate choice and the
consequences for sexual selection and reproductive iso-
lation. We distinguish two broad categories: learned
mate preferences and learned traits under mate selec-
tion (such as bird song). We point out that the context of
learning, namely how and when learning takes place,
often makes a crucial difference to the predicted evolu-
tionary outcome. Factors causing biases in learning and
when one should expect the evolution of learning itself
are also explored.

Learning as a driving force in evolutionary change
It is now increasingly appreciated that several non-genetic
mechanisms can influence evolutionary change (e.g., [1]),
and among these are learned behaviors. Learning, which
has been studied in depth in many species, is a common
process involved in the development of behavior. Although
this research field has long been separated from the study
of genetic evolution, connections between these disciplines
have recently received attention [2]. In particular, the
number of studies connecting the development of behavior
with studies of speciation and sexual selection has in-
creased rapidly. Concurrently, theoretical developments
are uncovering the effects of learned preferences and traits
on the dynamics of evolution in these contexts.

We discern two broad categories of learned behavior
directly affecting mate choice: learned behavior that affects
preferences for mates, and learned traits that are the direct
targets of mate choice. Therefore, we define learning here
in the context of mate choice as a process that affects the
development of preferences and behavior involved in mate
choice or mate attraction, through exposure to stimuli that
constitute the specific phenotypes or behavior of potential
mates, conspecifics, or individuals of other species. Mere
exposure to (in the case of imprinting), or interaction with
(in the case of social or reinforced learning), these stimuli
can change responses to the same or similar stimuli on
future encounters.

In this review, we focus on the effects of learning on
mate choice and its consequences for sexual selection and
speciation. Mate choice typically requires preferences of
one sex for certain traits in the other; therefore, we exam-
ine both mate preference learning and learning of mating
traits.

The study of the role of learning in the development of
mate choice has a long track record that has provided
insight into how widespread and diverse this phenomenon
is. A summary of sexual imprinting and other forms of
preference learning (including examples of each) is provid-
ed in Box 1. Unlike learned preferences, the learning of
traits under sexual selection has mainly been shown in the
song of oscine passerines (reviewed recently in several
papers e.g., [3–5]). However, a few examples are emerging
from other behaviors and taxa, such as courtship displays
and human behavior (e.g., [6–9]). Learned behavior is
challenging to demonstrate, because controlled rearing
experiments are often necessary to be able to convincingly
demonstrate learning. Therefore, we expect more exam-
ples of learned preferences and traits to accumulate as
researchers look for this evidence more specifically.

The relationship between learned mate choice and
phenotypic plasticity
Learning can be viewed as a form of phenotypic plasticity.
Thus, key concepts from research in plasticity could be
used in learning research to facilitate integration between
the proximate research tradition on learning and evolu-
tionary research terminology. The concept of reaction
norms is central to quantitative genetics and phenotypic
plasticity [10] and can be applied to mate choice. Specifi-
cally, we suggest that, in the case of mate choice, reaction
norms become analogous to preference functions, which
have been used traditionally to model preferences for male
secondary sexual traits [11]. Mate preference functions
quantify the mating response as a continuous function of
variation in a quantitative male trait (i.e., a length of a
tail), and can differ in linear slopes, curvature, or intercept
[11] (Figure 2a). For instance, increasing the amount of the
cue could result in a stronger mate response and increased
propensity to mate (resulting in directional sexual selec-
tion). In Figure 2, we present the simplest scenario: when
preference functions differ only in slope so that curvature
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and intercept can be ignored; however, our perspective can
readily be extended to more complex scenarios. Thus, by
thinking of preference functions as a type of reaction norm,
the variation in mating cues between potential mates is
viewed as a variable mate ‘environment’. The traits could
also vary between closely related (but interacting) species,
and could be qualitative instead of quantitative.

However, different genotypes might respond differently
to the same amount of cue, resulting in reaction norms with
different slopes (blue lines, Figure 2a). This would indicate
that there is genotype � environment interaction (i.e.,
genetic variation in phenotypic plasticity) [12]. This situa-
tion could exist without any learned mate preferences if the
slopes of these reaction norms reflected solely genetic
variation among individuals of the sex that chooses
(Figure 2a). However, these slopes could also change with-
in individuals or genotypes (i.e., during ontogeny). When
there is such an ontogenetic change in slope, learning can
be said to occur (Figure 2b). In other words, through
experience, a genotype can express different mate prefer-
ence phenotypes during different ontogenetic life stages
(i.e., in response to the mate environment). Thus, in the
terminology of phenotypic plasticity, the effect of mate
preference learning is to change the slope (or curvature)
of the reaction norms within genotypes. We note that, as a

result of learning, variation in preference functions be-
tween individuals can be introduced in later life stages
even when such variation did not exist in earlier ones.

Theoretical predictions of the evolutionary
consequences of learning during mate choice
The existence of preferences and traits that can be acquired
or modified by learning can have consequences for both the
action of sexual selection and the evolution of pre-mating
isolation during speciation. Although these consequences
have been investigated to some extent by mathematical
models, such studies are relatively few in number. Learning
is a multifaceted phenomenon in part because different
cases vary in the segment of the population that individuals
learn from (the generalizable concept of the ‘imprinting set’
[13]) or how this learning occurs, and in part because, as
discussed above, both preferences and traits can be learned.
Both factors can have profound effects on the predicted
evolutionary consequences of learning. Although some tan-
talizing, but tentative, conclusions can be drawn from cur-
rent theoretical studies, this area begs more thorough
investigation.

Sexual selection

For the case of sexual selection per se, mathematical
models that have investigated the consequences of learn-
ing have arrived at few generalities. Mating preferences
acquired by parental imprinting, for example, have been
found to stabilize sexual selection onto a specific trait
phenotype in some situations [14,15], but can cause run-
away sexual selection under other conditions, including
when preferences are also affected by a directional bias
([14,16], see also [17]). Mate choice copying also has a
variety of effects. In some cases, it directly increases the
fitness of the chosen individual, such as in the ocellated
wrasse (Symphodus ocellatus) and whitebelly damselfish
(Amblyglyphidodon leucogaster), where the attraction of
one female increases the likelihood of attracting more
females [18,19]. This can lead to positive frequency-depen-
dent selection on male traits and potentially trait fixation,
for example when the copied preference is not for an
individual male but generalized to males with similar
traits to the male initially chosen [20]. However, models
predict that, depending on whether females are influenced
in similar or different ways by prior observations, mate
choice copying can create anything from positive [21,22] to
negative frequency dependence and, in some cases, can
even lead to the rapid spread of a novel trait [21]. There-
fore, the consequences of learning on sexual selection are
expected to be specific to several biological factors, and
might have to be investigated on a case-by-case basis.

Speciation

By contrast, for the case of speciation, theoretical studies
indicate that it is possible to make some tentative but
interesting generalities about the effects of learning based
simply on knowledge of the imprinting set and whether
learning affects preferences or traits (see Box 2 for empiri-
cal examples). When traits that act as mating cues are
altered or acquired by learning, this can cause a disassoci-
ation between genotype and phenotype (the phenotype is

Box 1. Evidence for learned mate preferences

Males and females of many species learn their mate preferences,

and learning can take place throughout life. When learning occurs at

an early stage of life, affecting pair formation at a much later stage in

life, this is called sexual imprinting [65]. This requires a period of

social interactions with, usually, closely related individuals (the

imprinting set [13]), such as parents and siblings. Phenotypic traits,

such as visual or olfactory ones, are learned from these models,

resulting in the learner being able to discriminate its own species

and sex (Figure 1g–h, main text). Prime examples of sexual

imprinting come from birds, with over 100 species from 15 different

orders demonstrating this behavior [32], even in brood parasitic

species [66]. Recent studies have shown that other groups of

vertebrates with parental care also show sexual imprinting, includ-

ing some mammals (sheep and goats [67]) and fish (cichlids and

sticklebacks [68–70]; Figure 1e, main text). Several species of

poeciliid fish demonstrate learning while juveniles through expo-

sure to phenotypes in their population (oblique or horizontal

imprinting sets), which affects both within- and between-species

mate preferences [59,71].

Mate preferences can also be learned when individuals are

independent and mature. In many cases, individuals learn through

experience with potential mates. For instance, female Syrian

hamsters [72], male guppies [73], male fruit flies of at least three

species [51,74], and Calopteryx damselfly females (Figure 1a,b, main

text) [53] learn to discriminate against heterospecific mates after

courtship interactions. In other species of damselflies with female-

limited polymorphism, males learn to prefer the morph with which

they had a successful mating experience [63,64].

In some cases, individuals need experience with variation in

phenotypes before expressing a preference. For example, female

field crickets and female treehoppers become choosier with

experience, depending on the quality of the male with which they

interacted [75–78]. Likewise, female wolf spiders from polymorphic

populations prefer ornamented males, but only after experience

with both ornamented and unornamented males [52,79].

Individuals can also learn from the experience of another

individual with mates, and copy the mate choice of others [80],

either by choosing that same individual (e.g., [18]), or generalizing

from a particular trait of the male that other females choose [20].
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essentially plastic). In cases where selection opposes diver-
gence, such as stabilizing or positive frequency-dependent
sexual selection in a uniform direction in allopatric popu-
lations, the relaxed selection on genotype caused by learn-
ing can facilitate divergence by genetic drift, enabling
speciation [23]. However, when genetic divergence is driv-
en by natural or sexual selection, such as during speciation
with gene flow, this masking of the genotype by learning
can inhibit speciation (e.g., [24,25]), even though it can
promote phenotypic diversification in some circumstances
[26,27].

Unlike learned traits, learned preferences are generally
expected to promote speciation with gene flow (Box 3), and
these effects can be profound. One of the principal impedi-
ments to the evolution of pre-mating isolation when there
is gene flow is that the statistical associations (linkage

disequilibrium) between distinct sets of preferences and
traits can be broken by recombination, inhibiting diver-
gence [28]. A special case in which this does not occur is
self-referent phenotype matching, in which females, for
example, simply mate with a male that matches their own
phenotype (a ‘one-allele’ model sensu Felsenstein [28]).
Maternal or paternal imprinting can mimic self-referent
phenotype matching [29,30], thus generating assortative
mating by a mechanism that cannot be broken by recom-
bination because there are no separate alleles for different
preferences. However, assortative mating is not generated
when sexual imprinting is based upon non-parental indi-
viduals (i.e., is ‘oblique’ or ‘horizontal’); such imprinting
can create strong positive frequency dependence, eliminat-
ing variation in traits, and renders preferences effectively
nonheritable. This prevents the associations between

(a) (b)

(e)(d)

(c)

(f)

(g)

(h)
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Figure 1. Recent experimental studies demonstrating mate preference learning. Preference learning has now been demonstrated in insects (a–c), amphibians (d), fish (e)

and several species of birds (f–h). Calopteryx splendens females learn to distinguish between con- and heterospecific males based on the amount of wing melanin in males,

differentiating between small wing spots [(a) C. splendens] or fully melanized wings {(b) Calopteryx virgo [53]}. (c) In the butterfly Bicyclus anynana, mate choice is based on

the size of wing spots, and learning results in a receiver bias for exaggerated spots (A. Monteiro, unpublished data). (d) In poison dart frogs (Dendrobates pumilio) with

maternal care, cross-fostered offspring imprint on the color morph of their foster parents. Such learned mate preferences might preserve the extensive color morph

diversity of this species on Bocas del Toro, Panama (C. Richards Zawacki, unpublished data). (e) In maternal mouth-brooding cichlids from East African lakes [Pundamilia

nyererei (red), Pundamilia pundamilia (blue), Mbipia lutea (yellow), and Mbipia mbipi (black)], cross-fostering between species has also revealed that imprinting on the

foster mother affects adult mate preferences [69,70]. (f) A male zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) courting a female Bengalese Finch (Lonchura striata). Such heterospecific

courtship has been observed after experimental cross-fostering of nestlings between these two species. Therefore, mate preferences in these finches are affected by

parental imprinting on the foster parent [32]. (g–h) Similarly, when great tits (Parus major) are cross-fostered to blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus), they prefer to mate with the

species of the foster parent, copy their songs and alarm calls, treat them as their main competitors and copy their foraging niche [82,83,85]. Photographs reproduced with

permission from: Erik Svensson (a,b,g–h); Antonia Monteiro (c); Corinne Richards Zawacki (d); Ole Seehausen (e); and Carel ten Cate (f).
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preferences and traits that facilitate the buildup of diver-
gence when there are high amounts of gene flow [30].

Biases
Learned preferences for traits often show some direction-
ality [31,32] in that the preference deviates from the trait
value of the model that was imprinted on. Such direction-
ality might result in offspring that do not prefer the most
common or average phenotype, but instead one that devi-
ates from the population mean in a specific way (e.g., by
having a more elaborate appearance or vocalization). Di-
rectionality of preferences in general can arise in different
ways, varying from perceptual biases that develop inde-
pendent of learning to those originating from the learning
process itself [31]. Thus, although learning is not the only

source of directionality in preference (i.e., the developmen-
tal origin can also be genetic), its study is crucial to a
thorough understanding of this phenomenon and subse-
quent trait evolution.

An example of a directionality that results from a
combination of a non-learned perceptual bias and a learned
preference is found in Japanese quail (Coturnix coturnix
japonica). Quail raised with a white adult with a few
painted dots prefer mates of this type over wild-type mates,
but prefer white mates having more dots than their model,
independent of exposure to this type [33]. One can imagine
that such perceptual biases could evolve when the trait
indicates particular qualities. Another cause for direction-
ality in a preference is that non-learned biases can direct
what individuals will learn. For instance, a genetically
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Figure 2. Graphical models relating learned mate preferences to the concept of phenotypic plasticity, reaction norms, and genotype � environment interaction. (a) In a situation

without learning, different genotypes within the same species can respond differentially towards the amount of a mating cue in terms of their mating propensity (willingness to

mate: blue lines; aversion to mate: red line). The different slopes reveal genetic variation in mating propensity (genotype � environment interaction). (b) By contrast, mate

preference reaction norms do change during the course of ontogeny when learning is involved. Here, a single genotype is shown when sexually inexperienced (green line) and

when it might still be indifferent to the amount of mate recognition cue. During the course of the ontogeny, the same genotype encounters several prospective mates that vary in

their amount of cue and suitability as a mate (mate quality or mate belong to the correct species). Therefore, the reaction norm slopes of different genotypes change as a result of

positive or negative feedback, leading to increased preference (blue line) or increased aversion (red line) during sexual ontogeny.

Box 2. Effects of sexual imprinting on reproductive isolation in nature

The classic demonstrations of how learning can affect mating

preferences and mating cues come from laboratory studies of sexual

imprinting [32] and song learning [81] in birds. However, how

important is early learning for mating and speciation under natural

conditions? Several examples demonstrate the power of this

mechanism.

In an extensive field study, eggs were exchanged between great tits

(Parus major) and blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) (Figure 1g,h, main

text) breeding in nest boxes. This manipulation had far-reaching

behavioral consequences. Cross-fostered great tits, in particular,

preferred to mate with the foster species [82], copied its songs [83],

developed a similar alarm call structure [84], treated it as competitor

[84], and adopted the foraging niche of the foster species [85]. Such

effects can last for life, illustrating how many traits that are crucial to

survival and reproductive isolation depend on early learning.

Long-term field studies on Darwin’s finches indicate the evolu-

tionary consequences of cultural transmission of deviant songs and

song preferences across generations. In these species, songs and

song preferences act as powerful pre-mating barriers and many

observations indicate that they are of crucial importance in speciation

in this group [86]. For instance, an immigrant medium ground finch

[87] with a morphology and song that deviated from the existing

population on Daphne Major Island gave rise to a reproductively

isolated new lineage in which females only mated with the males

singing the song of their own lineage, thus providing the foundation

for future speciation.

Reproductive isolation by novel songs is also thought to be the

driving factor for speciation in indigo birds (Vidua spp.). In this group

of brood parasitic finches, each species is linked to a particular host

species. DNA studies show that host and parasite did not co-speciate,

but that parasitic birds had speciated more recently [88]. Laboratory

experiments show that parasite males raised by a novel host species

copy the song of the new host. Females raised by this host prefer

conspecific males singing the song of the new host and select the

novel species as host for their eggs [66]. Field data show that some

parasite males sing nontraditional host species songs [89], suggest-

ing that speciation in indigo birds is driven by presumably accidental

egg laying in nests of novel host species. This results in parasites

reproductively tuned to mates reared by this host, while becoming

reproductively isolated from their parental type at the same time.
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mediated color preference stimulates naı̈ve chicks to learn
from models having this color [34]. However, a directional
bias can also develop without a genetic component. Experi-
ments on filial imprinting in chicks have shown that pre-
ferences for particular traits can themselves be induced by
prior experiences even in a different modality [35].

Bias-guided learning can also affect the development of
mating cues. Many songbirds, for instance, have a bias to
preferentially learn conspecific songs, which is due to a
perceptual sensitivity to syntactic or phonetic features of
these songs [36].

Finally, directionality in preference can also result from
the learning process itself. One example is ‘peak shift’ [31].
Learning to discriminate between two very similar stimuli
can result in a skewed generalization gradient in which the
strongest responses are given to stimuli more distinct from
each other than the training stimuli. Experiments on zebra
finches (Taeniopygia guttata) have shown that directional
preferences in beak color and song might arise in this way
and, hence, potentially drive the divergence of traits within
and between species [37,38]. Evidence that this peak shift
process occurs in the field comes from two Darwin finch
species (Geospiza fortis and Geospiza scandens) on Daphne
Island that increased the trill rate of their songs when
another species, with a lower trill rate, colonized the island
[39] (Box 2). Peak shift might be involved in other examples
of reproductive character displacement, but its presence
has not yet been tested explicitly.

The evolution of learning
Much of the understanding of the evolution of learning
comes from empirical work in contexts other than mate
choice, such as food finding. In this case, variable ecological
environments are generally expected to promote the evo-
lution of learning [15] and experimental evolution studies
show that the ability to learn is heritable [40] and responds
to selection [41], resulting in selection lines with individu-
als that learn faster and have better memory retention.

In line with this work on learning and food finding,
mathematical models have confirmed that learning can

evolve in the contexts of sexual selection and speciation,
although with limitations. Models of trait learning, which
have generally considered learned bird song, have found
factors that both facilitate and inhibit song production
learning [25,42,43]. The evolution of learned preferences
currently appears more straightforward than does the
evolution of learned traits. A gene for a learned preference
is expected to evolve when it either lowers mating costs [44]
or is favored by sufficiently strong indirect selection (e.g.,
[45]). In the latter case, the ‘imprinting set’ has been
identified as a particularly crucial factor in determining
whether a gene for a specific learned preference will evolve
[13]. If this set includes a high frequency of individuals
carrying a trait with high fitness, positive genetic associa-
tions will form between the successful trait and the gene for
the imprinting strategy, leading to the spread of the latter
[13,45]. Finally, because parental imprinting, as discussed
above, is an excellent proxy for phenotype matching in
models of speciation [30], it is expected to evolve particu-
larly easily in the scenario of speciation with gene flow
(e.g., [28]), although, to our knowledge, this has not yet
been specifically modeled or observed.

These forces promoting the evolution of learning can be
countered by costs, which will affect whether learning will
evolve. In studies of learned food finding, the evolved ability
to learn comes at a cost in traits such as larval competitive
ability [41] or fecundity [46]. Also, the act of learning itself
comes at a cost, affecting fecundity and longevity in several
studies [46–48]. If the costs of learning are high, the ability
to learn would be expected to decline. In the terminology of
phenotypic plasticity, the slope of the reaction norm would
be less susceptible to changes through experience [i.e., the
behavior would tend to become canalized (e.g., [45])]. This
might have occurred, for example, in Trinidadian guppies
(Poecilia reticulata), where populations sympatric with a
congener without experience discriminate against hetero-
specifics, whereas allopatric populations must learn this
discrimination through courtship experience [49].

There are currently no published studies on the experi-
mental evolution of mate preference learning or trait

Box 3. When does learning promote reproductive isolation versus outbreeding?

Depending on the underlying process of learning, experience with a

certain phenotype could lead individuals to prefer familiar pheno-

types (as in sexual imprinting) or to avoid familiar phenotypes in

mates (as in learned aversion). Most of the research on learning and

the development of conspecific mate preference has focused on

imprinting. Positive assortative mating will be strengthened when

imprinted phenotypes are more similar to the phenotype of an

individual, leading individuals to select phenotypically similar mates

[30]. Thus, assortative mating and conspecific mate preference can

often result from imprinting on related individuals (although imprint-

ing on parents appears to have more widespread effects than does

imprinting on siblings [32,62,68,69]). However, when mate prefer-

ences are based on adult phenotypes randomly encountered in the

population, learning does not contribute to conspecific preference or

assortative mating [30,52,79]. Assortative mating can also result when

individuals imprint on aspects of their breeding habitat, such as when

brood parasites imprint on host song and prefer conspecifics raised

by the same host species [88] or when individuals imprint on the odor

of natal habitats and later return to these habitats to breed [90].

Under learned aversion, previously experienced phenotypes are

avoided and novel phenotypes are preferred in mates. For instance,

female guppies prefer unfamiliar male color patterns [91] and female

mice (Mus musculus domesticus) learn to avoid sibling major

histocompatibility complex (MHC) genotypes [92]. Learned aversion

has been proposed to promote outbreeding because preferences for

novel mates should increase gene flow between diverging populations.

However, if there is selection for an optimal level of outbreeding, then

individuals might prefer mates that are not identical to themselves (and

thus avoid mating with kin), but reject mates that are too dissimilar

(such as members of other populations) [93]. Such optimal outbreeding

preferences can arise through learning [94] but is unclear whether they

are a byproduct of imprinting or the result of additional learning

processes. One form of learned aversion, which appears to involve a

separate process, occurs when individuals learn to avoid heterospe-

cifics during courtship due to negative experiences, such as rejection by

heterospecific females or aggression received from males [51,53,72–

74,95,96]. This learned aversion of heterospecifics might contribute to

isolation when diverging species come into secondary contact [57].

Furthermore, learned heterospecific aversion seems likely to have

different consequences compared with imprinted preferences for the

evolution and maintenance of reproductive isolation, but additional

theoretical and empirical work is needed.
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learning. However, there are several social and ecological
conditions that might affect the evolution of learned mate
choice. As discussed above, a variable environment can
lead to the evolution of learning [15], which might extend to
variable social environments promoting learned conspecif-
ic mate preference. Demography influences encounter
rates between males and females, and the costs and ben-
efits of mate choice. Thus, temporal and spatial variation in
factors such as population density, relative densities of
sympatric closely related species, and operational sex ra-
tio, could be important determinants of whether mate
preference learning evolves. For example, a low probability
of encountering heterospecifics during crucial periods for
imprinting reduces the possibility of misimprinting and,
thus, learned preference could be favored under such con-
ditions (Box 3).

The evolution of learning can be affected by life history
and social behavior
It seems logical that particular life-history traits might
promote the evolution of learned conspecific mate recogni-
tion and preference. Particular traits that come to mind are
longevity, iteroparity, parental care, and sociality. This
area is in particular need of further research because it
is possible to speculate about several directions in which
these effects could occur. For example, long-lived species
might have more opportunities for both learning to occur
and the benefits of learning to be realized. Although learn-
ing is not confined to long-lived species, learning in insects
and other arthropods is often in the context of foraging,
route finding, or oviposition (e.g., [40,50]), but occasionally
occurs in mating [51–53]. Second, iteroparous species and
those that mate multiple times during a breeding season
can learn from early breeding experience to guide subse-
quent courtship and choice (e.g., [54]). Although mate
choice in short-lived species and semelparous species
might be under strong selection, given the very few chances
to ‘get it right’, mechanisms other than learning might be
more likely to evolve to guide those choices. Variation in
ecological and social factors could affect at what life stage
learning evolves (i.e., imprinting or learning at a later life
stage), what kind of preference results from the learning
(i.e., attraction or avoidance), and what trait(s) learning is
based upon. Third, the degree of sociality influences the
extent of interaction with conspecifics and of sensitivity to
social cues, and might also favor the learning of social
partner preferences. This is not to say that asocial species
cannot learn mate preferences and certainly some do (e.g.,
[44]), but rather that learning might be more widespread or
more pronounced in social species.

A particular way in which social behavior can influence
the evolution of learned mate preferences is that learning
in other behavioral contexts could predispose taxa to
evolve learned conspecific recognition and preference.
Learning in one context is known to transfer to other
contexts under some conditions and might be facilitated
if learning is genetically correlated with the learned traits
[55]. Transfer could arise because the propensity to learn is
in place, as is the neural machinery to support such
learning, which might reduce the cost of learning mate
preferences. The extent to which other contexts share

features with mate choice might increase the likelihood
of transfer. Two contexts seem particularly likely to play
this role: social (observational) learning [56] and learned
recognition of individuals or group members [57].

Social learning of food finding, food processing, parental
care, or predator avoidance requires that an individual
attends to the behavior of others and retains memory of
those actions to guide the subsequent behavior of the
learner [58]. This close attention to the phenotype and
behavior of demonstrators, coupled with the memory re-
quired for social learning, might predispose taxa to learn
mate preferences. Mating is a social interaction, and mate
choice can demand assessment of several phenotypic
traits, including complex courtship behavior [59]. More-
over, comparison of potential mates requires memory [60].

Learned recognition of individuals or group members
also seems likely to influence learned conspecific recogni-
tion. The essential three components of recognition sys-
tems will be in place and extensible to the mating context:
(i) cues that indicate identity; (ii) the ability to discriminate
among these cues; and (iii) behavioral responses (i.e., pre-
ferences) based on that discrimination. For example, social
partner preferences are learned in some species, and this
has been shown to influence subsequent mate preferences
[61,62].

Sex differences in social structure or in the different
roles that the sexes take in mating could also influence the
opportunity or propensity for learning. For instance, the
searching sex might be more likely to form a ‘search image’
of a preferred phenotype, whereas the non-searching sex
might learn to discriminate among phenotypes as mem-
bers of the other sex approach them to mate. Although few
studies have measured the learning propensities of both
sexes within single species, forms of learning do seem to
vary among the sexes in some taxa [53,62–64]; however,
sex roles during mate choice could also affect whether and
how learned preferences are expressed [32].

A broader outlook
Evidence is now accumulating that learned mate prefer-
ences and learned display traits can contribute to sexual
selection, the evolution of reproductive isolation (Boxes 2
and 3), population divergence, and sexual conflict (Box 4).
That learned mate choice behavior can cause strong and
dynamic effects on population genetic patterns is clear.
However, it is currently unclear how these effects differ
from those of genetically inherited traits: do they promote
faster evolution, or do they lead to evolution in different
directions or through different pathways? These are fun-
damental evolutionary questions that require major
advances in at least three lines of research. We have
focused below on preference learning because that provides
the broadest scope, but it would also be useful to know the
extent to which display traits, other than bird song, are
learned.

First, greater understanding is needed about which
factors facilitate the evolution of learned preferences.
Can learning evolve, under what circumstances, and what
pleiotropic effects are there of learning? For instance, one
basic question currently unanswered is; how much genetic
variation is present in mate preference learning? How
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much does learning in other contexts affect mate prefer-
ence learning, or trait learning? What costs are associated
with mate preference learning ability, are they similar to
food preference learning or to oviposition substrate prefer-
ence learning? One promising future approach to address
such questions is to use artificial selection to evolve learn-
ing in the context of mate choice. Likewise, the genetic
architecture of learning needs to be investigated. If genes

affecting preference learning are physically linked to genes
for traits, this could protect linkage disequilibrium be-
tween the two, potentially facilitating the evolution of
learned preferences. Such linkage could also have impor-
tant implication for the speciation process [28].

Second, to predict the direction of evolution, there should
be a better understanding of the preference functions
individuals acquire through learning. For instance, what

Box 4. Sexual conflict and learning in damselflies

The evolutionary consequences of learned preferences can be

influenced by the extent of male mating harassment and the

magnitude of sexual conflict. For instance, when males learn to

recognize certain female phenotypes and perceive them as

attractive, these male preferences can be costly to the preferred

females by lowering fecundity [97] or increasing mortality due to

excessive male mating harassment. This might even skew sex ratio

in the population. Females with the preferred phenotypes would

then be selected against, and decrease in frequency in the

population.

The victims of male mating harassment could change rapidly if

males switch their ‘search images’ towards the female phenotypes

that are currently common and, hence, easy to find. Rapid switching

of male search images is facilitated if males have learned mate

preferences, for which there is now some evidence from damselflies

of the genus Ischnura [64] (Figure Ia–c,f). Rapidly changing male mate

preferences will then lead to a ‘chase’ of the common female

phenotypes [63,64,98], particularly at high densities [97], through

negative frequency-dependent selection.

Field studies of male mating harassment (clasping attempts) and

estimation of fecundities across populations with different morph

frequencies jointly indicate that the degree of male mating harassment

is both morph specific and density dependent (Figure Id). In Ischnura

elegans, the degree of male mating harassment increases faster with

increasing density for gynochrome females than for androchrome

females, leading to greater morph differences at higher densities,

compared with lower densities (Figure Id) [97]. Female fecundities are

also negatively frequency dependent, which maintains the morphs over

evolutionary time, based on population genetic simulation modeling

(Figure Ie) [98]. Negative frequency-dependent selection can interact

with the different temperature tolerances of the different female morphs,

causing a strong geographic cline in morph frequencies in Ischnura

senegalensis from south to north in Japan, with the androchrome

female morph being more common in the north [99] (Figure If).
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Figure I. In several species of damselfly in the genus Ischnura, there are either three [(a–c) Ischnura elegans] or two (Ischnura senegalensis) heritable female morphs

that coexist in local populations. One of the female morphs is typically male colored (blue) and is considered to be a male mimic [‘androchrome’ females; (c)], whereas

the other female morph(s) differs from males in both coloration and patterning (a,b; often called ‘gynochrome’ females). (d) Density-dependent mating harassment on

androchrome females (filled circles) and gynochrome females (open triangles). (e) Simulations of negative frequency-dependent selection on morphs: different colors

are frequencies of the different morphs in I. elegans, with blue denoting androchrome females). (f) I. senegalensis shows a strong geographic cline in morph

frequencies from south to north in Japan, with the androchrome female morph becoming more common in the north. Photographs reproduced with permission from

Erik Svensson (a–c). Figures reproduced with permission from T. Gosden (d), (e) and Y. Takahashi (f).
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processes give rise to peak shift, or more generally, direc-
tional deviation of preferences from the model on which the
preference was based? Are there differences in what or how
each sex learns about mating traits? Is there a difference in
learning from within- and between-species interactions?
What kinds of interaction lead to a learned preference or
a learned aversion? To answer most of these questions, more
information needs to be gathered on the shape of preference
functions in naı̈ve versus experienced individuals.

Third, we suggest investigations into the ecological
factors affecting the evolution of mate preference learning.
To this end, species with populations that vary in the
degree of mate preference learning would allow for inter-
esting comparative studies. For instance, by comparing
such populations, one could estimate the tradeoff between
the time needed for learning versus other fitness-related
traits, such as time to mate and time invested in mate
searching. Another interesting comparison would be to ask
what ecological and social contexts are associated with the
evolution of learning. For instance, does population densi-
ty, living in a marginal habitat, or living at the geographi-
cal range limit of a species affect the evolution of learning?
Cumulatively, such data would allow a comprehensive
understanding of how learning and other non-genetically
inherited traits affect evolution.
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